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Abstract^

Admixing a sufficient amount of a light rare gas to a heavier one enhancea

the photoionization current at the absorption lines of the latter provided

the exciting photons satisfy hv > E and quenches it if hv < E^. EC ia

approximately equal to the ionization pocential of the correaponding hetero-

nuclear dimer. Homonuclear and heteronuclear dimer ion formation are both

discussed.

submitted to Chem, Phys. Letts.
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Rare gases can be ionized by photons having energies below the first

ionization potential of the respective atoms but above the energy difference

between the lowest vibronic state of the dimer ion and the ground atate

of the free atom [l-3]. For lou densities, this ionization occurs at atonic

abaorption linea, but with increasing density the photoresponse extends to

higher and higher intervals around the atomic line, coalescing eventually
19 —3(for denaities of the order of 10 cm and above) to a single continuum

interrupted by broad dipa centered roughly at the positions of the atomic

lines [3]. The basic interpretation of these reaulta in the framework of

the quasi-static broadening theory resta upon the formation of exe iniers äs

a reault of photon abaorption, folloved by ionization and dimer ion formation.

In such Experiments increasing the denaity may have two effects; a) increaaing

the number of pairs that can lead to exein»r formation; b) increasing the nomber

of atoms that may interfere with dimer ion formation from the excimer.

It is desirable to separate effects "a" and "b"; thie ia possible, in

principle, by studying the photoionization process in a given gas at a lou

density and noting the aubaequent changes caused by the admixture of increaaing-

ly larger amounta of another, lighter perturbing gas. One aspect of this work

is the study of the influence of a foreign gas on homonuclear excimers.

In a mixture of tuo rare gases heteronuclear excimers can also be created

by incident radiation, their formation probability increasing with increasing

density of both constituents. Density-dependent photoionization spectroscopy,

äs presented in this paper, can give valuable Information on the heteronuclear

dimers and the corresponding dimer ions äs well. Such measurementa complement

the extensive work by Ng et al [4] and Dehmer et al [5,6] employing photo-

ionization mass spectroscopy of Van der Waals dimers created in a supersonic

beam.

Por the experiments deacribed below a special cell was fabricated equipped

by a pair of very thin (= 80 nm) indium foils atretched on a fine ( 35 u)

copper mesh. These foils served äs entrance and exit Windows for monochromated

Synchrotron radiation, making possible to take absorption spectra and also

äs electrodes for the measurements of the photoionization currents. The

Windows were iaolated from the atainleas-steel cell body by ceramic rings;

the distance between the Windows was ~ 3 mm. The diameter of the Windows

was 7 mm, but only a circular area of « 2 mm diameter was left clear from

ita Substrate to let the light through. Only low vapour-pressure epoxy reain

was employed to glue together various parts of the cell.
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The spectral transmittance of the empty cell in the region of 90 nm was

of the order of 0.1 Z; the leak rate through microscopic defects of the

foils dp/pdt, p being the total pressure and t the time, was typically about

0.2 hour . The photoionization currents were measured by using essentially

DC methoda, while the transmitted light intensity was measured by photon

counting techniques. Because of the very strong absorption of the Windows

the tranamission apectra were rather noiay. They served for wavelength calibra-

tion and aa indicators of the transmisaioh level of the filled cells but

their quality waa inaufficient for making quantitative comparisons with

the photoionization current peaks. In the experiments the recorded width

of the absorption and photoionization linea was determined by the spectral

resolution ( 0.03 nm). The results refer to the gas mixtures Xe:Kr, Xe:Ar,

Kr:Ar and Kr;Ne, the firat gas having a low density (3.5 x 10 cm ) and
18 —3

Chat of the second lighter gas varying up to about 7 x 10 cm While

recording a spectrum the twO denaities could vary up to about 20 Z, because

of the leaky indium windowa, but in moat casea the cell was continuoualy

replenished by the lighter gas by meana of a needle valve , All measurements

were performed at room temperature. Typically, a potential difference of

25 volts was applied between the two electrodea, the front electrode being

negative.

The photoionization currents measured (I) were divided, for quantitative

discussion, by the background of the transmitted light intensity T (ignoring

the absorptiün lines). Thia normalization was necesaary to compensate for

the eventual effects of slightly varying positions of the incident Synchrotron

radiation. Figure I shows the photoionization current thus normalized äs
l fi -^

a function of the wavelength for ktypton at a density of 3.5 x 10 cm (a),

the normalized photoionization current for a mixture of 3.5 x 10 cm
18 — 1

Kr and 2.7 x 10 cm Ar (b) äs well äs the transmisaion spectrum of the

mixture (c), The Identification of the krypton and argon spectral lines

is alao included [7,8]. The continuous background of the photocurrent spectra

is due mostly to photDemission from the front indium electrode; however,

the rise of the background current just before the krypton ionization edge

(38.56 nm) is probably caused by cnllisional ionization of excited Kr atoms [ 9]

For a pure ktypton sample photoionization appeara at all stronger linea

below 95.34 nm (the figure shows only the region below 95.5 nm), i.e. at

photon energles roughly above the ionization potential of the Van der Waals

molecule Kr2 (96.367 nm, ref. [lO]). In the Kr:Ar mixture ("b" in Fig. l),

however, the photoionization at the 92.27 nm line äs well äs at all linea

at wavelengths above this limit becomes quenched. On the other hand, photo-
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ionization lines at ahorter wavelengths are considerably stronger than in

the apectrum of the pure krypton sample. The aame behaviour was found in

the other rare gaa mixtures investigated äs well: at a sufficiently high

pressure the perturbing gas quenches the photoionization below a certain

photon energy E and enhances it above this limit. This is, indeed, the

Central reault of the present work.

Figure 2 shows the ratio R - (I - O/T.i * being the photocurrent back-

ground, äs a function of the total density p for several wavelengths in

the Kr:Ar aystem, the krypton density Pv being kept at the constant value
1 6 - 3

of 3.5 x 10 cm 1t is aeen that at the longest wavelengths the pnoto-
18 — l

ionization is quenched for all p > 0.2 x 10 cm , becoming neglegible
18 -3

for (t >_ 2.8 x 10 cm For somewhat shorter wavelengths R goes at first

through a pronounced maximum at a low density followed by quenching to a

low level. This level increases with decreasing wavelength until the maximum

in the curve disappears and the R vs. p curve haa a positive slope throughout,

becoming linear for higher densities.

It is convenient to employ a consistent quantitative definition for the

threshold energy E for all mixtures: E ia a photon energy such that for

hv >_ E R(p) > 0.5 R(p ) and for h\ < E R(p) <_ 0.5 R(p ), provided

p > 100 p . p denotes here the denaity of the pure "aolute" gas (Kr in
o o .£ _ ~

the above case; p - 3,5 x !0 cm ). The values of E thus defined for

the Kr:Ar syatem and for several other Systems appear in Table I. It is

seen that E decreases with the atomic weight of both gases for the mixtures

investigated.

The simplest qualitative Interpretation of the above results is äs follows.

Denoting the heavier solute atom by Y and the lighter solvent atom by X,

the photon energy E ia approximately equal to the energy difference between

the lowest vibronic state of the A I./j heteronuclear dimer ion (uhich dis-

aociatea to X( S ) + Y ( P-,,,) [6]) and the ground atates of the atoms X
o J/^

and Y. If hv >_ E , photoexcitation in the rare-gas mixture can reault -

after some intermediate processes - in the formation of a heteronuclear

dimer ion XY and a free electron.

For photon energies hu < E the above proceas is energetically impossible;

the only way of creating a free electron ia by a simultaneous formation

of a homonaclear dimer ion Y„. To deal with the observed quenching, one
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has t o consider the possible effects of ehe solvent gas on the processes

leading to Y and the free electron. Quenching may be caused, in principle,

in two different ways: a) If the homonuclear dimet ions Y„ are formed pre-

dominantly äs a result of collisional ionization [2,1l] V* + Y - Y. + e ,

the presence of many X atoms may prevent the process simply because colligions

of V* with an X atora uould have a rauch higher probability. b) If the formation

of the homonuclear dimer ion has to be described on the basis of quasi-static

concepts [3], namely (Y * Y) * hu -* Y* followed by Y* •* Y + e , quencning

could be caused by dissociation of the Y* excimers upon collision uith an

X atora. Howevet, it seeraa that for ehe prevalling low densities of the Y

atoma the "quasi-static" formation of Y should be only of tninor importance.

Thus the collision of a X atoms uith an excited Y* atom should be the main

cauae for quenching. Assuming this mechanism, one may give a tentative ex-

planation for the shape of the quenching curves of Figure 2. One has to

take into account the further fact that the energy of an excimer XY* is

usually higher than of a free electron plus a YY homonuclear dimer ion,

therefore, transfer of exeitation from one System to the other should be

possible, probahly by appropriate collisiona. Thus at relatively low solvent

densiries there may be an iocrease of the photoionization current when com-

pared with the pure solute. At higher densities, however, the quenching

by process "a" (äs a result of many X atoms surrounding each Y atom) would

be overwhelming, äs observed.

A comparison of the E -values formed in this work with the adiabatic

ionization poteoCials I of the corresponding heteronuclear Van der Waala
(j

moleculea, äs determined by photoionization mass spectroscopy on mulecular

beams [4-6] also appears in Table I . It is seen that there is a close corres-

pondence between the two sets of values, though the differences are weil

beyond the experimental error. These differences stera from the somewhat

arbitrary definition of E äs well äs frora the fact that uith the method

described we have no Information about regiona between the absorptioo lines.

Ultimately, however, the differences between E and I_ also depend on the

detailed behaviour of the potential curves of the heteronuclear excimers.

The authors wish to express their thanks to Mr. H. Zeiger for the extremely

careful preparation of the indium Windows.
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Table l

Absorption lines corresponding to £ (see text) für the d i f f e r e n t rare-

gaa mixtures measured. The adiabatic ionization po ten t ia l s I for ehe hetero-\j
ituclear dimer are also listed for compariaon.

Designat ion ( e V )

Xe Kr

Xe Ar

Kr Ar

Kr Ne

9d[ l /2 ]

13d[3/2]°

7d[3/2] '

!3d[3/2]'

11.801

12.013

13.600

13.903

I I . 7 5 7 U > l l . 7 6 3 ( b )

11.985U) 11.968 ( b )

13.950

(a) Ref . (4]

(b) Ref . [5]

Cc) Ref. [6]

Figure captions

Figure l Normalized photocurreTit (aee t ex t ) f o r : a - 3.5 x 10 cm

krypton and b - a mixture o£ 3.5 x 10 cm krypton and
] O _-!

2.7 x 10 cm argon. c - transmission spectrum of the mixture.

Figure 2 Photoresponse äs a function of the total density for aeveral

krypton atomic linea. The krypton density äs in fig. I.

V - 94.65, o - 92.27, x - 91.17, A - 89.67 and - 89.08 nm.
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